


AGES ART is an India-based company, which offers creative home 
solution made up of high quality of marble. Located in a prime 
location of New Delhi, India, AGES ART were established back in the 
year 2014. In the marketplace, we are acknowledged as an eminent 
Manufacturer, Wholesaler, Distributor and Supplier of a wide 
concoction of products. Some of these include Marble, Blocks, 

Slabs, Furniture, Carving, Mosaic,Design Pillar, Resin Wash Basin, 
Digital Wall Tiles, Jwellery, Fountain, Sculpture and much more. Our 
products are crafted by highly skilled craftsman on high quality 
marbles later embellished with embossed paint work.
The company’s core strength lies in its constant endeavor to promote 
new varieties of world class products from time to time and also its 
ability in having fine-tuned concept of customer satisfaction to 
understand its client’s needs. 



This temple made from white marble. It has  

got exquisite carvings all over it which adds to  

the look. The front of  the temple has two  

minars, on the top of  which is a platform  

where you can place small sculptures of  god.  

One big sculpture of  the gold you most  

believe in can be placed at the center of  the  

temple. The five peaks of  the temple are  

painted golden. This is undoubtedly an  

exclusive piece for your home.

White marble along with carvings on it are always elegant.  

This temple has a perfect size to keep indoors and is  

beautifully made. The top has the boundary of carved paan,  

which is considered sacred in Hindus. The carvings on the  

marble are precise and eye catching. The front has three  

sections, the middle portion is more enhanced and the rest  

two sections on each side are a little behind. The temple will  

not fail to spread good vibes all over the place.









This temple made with white marble and with  

delicate yet beautiful carvings all over it is probably  

the best you’ll find. It maintains the authenticity of   

temples while keeping balance with the modern-day  

interior. The center of  the top has ‘OM’ written  

gracefully on it. The front side of  the temple is  

beautifully designed and carved while both the sides  

have meshes which are adding to the complete look.

This white marble temple is rectangular in  

shape and is flawless. It will fit in wherever  

you wish to keep it. It has got carvings on  

the top borders and has a splendid front  

with mesh design. All the designing has been  

done with utmost perfection and neatness.

This temple will spread divinity and

positivity all over theplace.









This rectangular wall has got all that it takes to  

keep the eyes stuck on it. It is made of  white  

marble. Every minute detail and every minute  

design is highlighted with utmost perfection in  

carving and precision. Being divided into parts,  

each part consists of  a section which looks like a  

temple where sculpture can be placed. This is  

something different from the usual temples and is  

surely very exclusive.



Temples are a must at home and this one is certainly the best  

one. The reason being its size and shape which is perfect to  

keep it anywhere you want to. It is made from white marble  

and has carvings on the upper and lower boundary. The  

center of  the temple has got a beautiful floral painting in  

concentric rhombus-like shape which is adding colors to the  

temple. It has a delicate gate like structure shaped with the  

mesh on the top. This undoubtedly is the most wonderful  

piece to place in your home or office.

This temple is simple yet angelic. It has how authentic Indian  

temples are. Made with white marble, this temple has ‘OM’  

printed on the back with maroon color and has got ‘Satiya’  

carved on the top center, both of  which are considered  

sacred. It has a little design on the top with colors which are  

making the temple look bright. The size of  it is very  

convenient to keep anywhere you want to and the temple will  

go with any sort of  interiors too.









❖ A complete house of Marble & Marble related products.

❖ Large variety of Unique & Antique products.

❖ Timely Delivery.

❖ Minimum  chances of transit damage.

❖ Quantity- not  an issue.

❖ Customization possible.

❖ Consistent quality.

❖ Equal importance to all  customers.

❖ Regular updates for new products through Website, Facebook,

Instagram, Twitter, Whatsapp etc.
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Name: Ages Art  

Phone no: 9910287838

Office address: R-23, pul prahlad pur,  

New Delhi – 110044, India

Agesart2014@gmail.com
WWW.AGESART.COM

Manufacturing/Showroom
Makrana,Rajsthan.India
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